Makeover

Surgery
at 16?

KIM KARDASHIAN

“I’m so not the person against plastic
surgery, but if you’re asking me, I’m telling
you I’ve done Botox on my show,” said Kim
Kardashian in 2011 in an effort to draw
the line on endless plastic-surgery talk,
including speculation about butt implants
and lip injections. Yet Zacharia believes the
first-time mum of North has gone further
than Botox to enhance her beauty.

Kylie’s pouty
Feb. 7 Instagram
snap sparked
the surgery talk.

In Touch claims a nose
job gave Kylie (on
Jan. 29) “a narrower
bridge and tip.”

The Kardashians’

CHANGING
FACES
Teenage reality star Kylie Jenner
is the latest Kardashian clan
member to face speculation
about her shifting looks
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KYLIE
JENNER

Her older sisters are the frequent subjects of plasticsurgery speculation, and now Kylie Jenner is facing
rumours. US magazine In Touch reports the 16-yearold reality star’s “face has changed” as a result of
suspected lip fillers, “Botox injections in the forehead,”
plus “it appears that she had a rhinoplasty,” a plastic
surgeon is quoted as suggesting. While a Kardashian
insider has slammed the report, telling celebrity
website Gossip Cop, “This is a blatant lie and not
true,” Sydney ear, nose, throat and facial plastic
surgeon Dr Michael Zacharia, who has not treated any
of these stars, says, “There’s no doubt that major
changes have occurred.” But he remains undecided on
whether it’s due to plastic or cosmetic enhancement,
or makeup trickery. Zacharia observes Kylie’s “nose
appears thinner, her lips more voluptuous and there’s
arching of the brow,” and adds if not a result of
makeup, it’s likely “she has had Botox to lift the brow
and fillers to the lips.” Adds Zacharia, “A rhinoplasty in
a 16-year-old is not unheard of with parental guidance
and consent. However, fillers to the lips and Botox are
much less likely, though not impossible at that age.”

Kim showed
off seemingly
more streamlined
features on March 2.
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The fresh-faced
13-year-old stepped
out in Hollywood
in 2012.

Zacharia points
out “a mild dorsal
hump” on Kim’s
nose in 2008.

“She absolutely looks like she’s had a
rhinoplasty performed—the tip appears
narrower, more refined and tilted upwards,”
he says. And while the 33-year-old reality
star’s lips have always been voluptuous,
“they do appear to have been plumped,”
adds Zacharia. He also suggests, “She
may even have had fillers to augment
the cheeks and midface region.”

“I’ve tried Botox on my
reality show—I’m the
first one to talk about
anything I do,” says
Kim (in 2008).

“Rumours don’t
bother me
anymore,” says
Kim (on Dec. 11).
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Zacharia spots a
“definite change to
the width of the nose”
in Khloé (in 2006).

Makeup or
more? Sleek and
smouldering
in 2013.

KHLOE KARDASHIAN

“When I was around 9 I overheard my mom
telling her friend I needed a nose job,” the
star, 29, told UK Cosmopolitan magazine. “I
was shocked; I hadn’t even thought about
it ... I’ve grown into my face but I’ve had
makeup artists tell me, ‘You should get a

nose job.’ I’m so happy that I never have.” Still,
recent social-media snaps have some fans
wondering if she’s opted for a tweak or two.
“It definitely appears that she’s had a rhino
plasty,” suggests Zacharia. “Her lips look as if
they might have been injected with fillers.”

Glam in 2008.

BRUCE
JENNER

The former Olympian, 64, has been open
about undergoing plastic surgery in the
past, beginning with a partial facelift and
nose job in the mid-1980s, a “botched”
procedure that took a toll on the athlete’s
self-esteem. Most recently he has
undergone a tracheal shave, flattening
his Adam’s apple.
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KRIS
JENNER

Bruce (on Feb. 10)
“thinks he looks
great,” says a source.
“He doesn’t listen to
the criticism.”

As recounted in her 2011 memoir,
the mum of six has had two breast
enhancements and is a fan of Botox.
Her 2011 facelift before daughter
Kim’s wedding to Kris Humphries was
filmed for reality TV. “I needed a little
freshening up for the wedding,” she
said. “Just doing what a girl’s gotta do!” n

Kris’s surgeon
Dr Garth Fisher
called the results of
his work “absolutely
stunning.”
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Relatively
rugged in 2011.

“I’ve never resorted
to surgery,” Khloé (in a
Jan. 29 snap) has said.
“I’m not against it—
one day I probably
will but it would be
on my terms.”

